Leading the way

in Aston Martin crash repair

Any Aston Martin - Any Level of repair!

After many months of negotiation and a massive
investment by Aston Workshop, we are pleased to
announce the award of ‘Category A’ crash repairer
status from Aston Martin.
This new ‘Category A’ status means that we are now
approved by Aston Martin to carry out any level of
repair on any Aston Martin model.
If you require a first class Aston Martin crash repair at
very competitive rates, we will be only to pleased to
help. To discuss the services we can offer in greater
detail or for further advice please contact our
workshop manager on 01207 233 525.

Aston Workshop has recently invested in a full state-of-the-art,
purpose built Paint & Body centre to offer the highest possible
standard of crash repair for all models of Aston Martin.
Situated adjacent to our main workshop, the capabilities
we offer include a panel shop, with dedicated Category A
quality booths for aluminium and steel fabrication and
panel repairs and restoration. With these come a full set
of jigs, welders and panel shaping tools and dedicated
and knowledgable team, we can handle any level of
repair from a minor accident to full re-build.

Achieving this level of repair often means that time and effort are initially
required to ensure that the underlying panels are correctly shaped, true and
flat before painting. This approach avoids the use of copious amounts of
filler often resorted to by others. It is this level of attention to detail that
distinguishes an Aston Workshop repair from that of our
competitors. Add to this our highly competitive rates and free in-house
covered transport facility* and you can see why we believe we offer an
un-beatable package.

Complementing the panel shop is our industry leading,
high tech paint facility that enables us to prepare and
paint any Aston Martin to factory levels.

*Free transport applies from the insurers nominated compound and not
from the scene of the accident. Mainland UK only, exceptions apply, please
contact us for full details.

Our standards are uncompromising and we use the latest
paint technology coupled with old fashioned hand
blocking and polishing to achieve the mirror like finish
associated with Aston Martin

Perfectly equiped
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